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EASTER EGG HUNT 

Eggs and Bunnies Symbolize Renewal and Joy 
Something odd happens throughout Germany on Easter Sunday. Whether in apartments, houses or gardens, excited children run 
around, pushing the furniture aside, lifting the cushions and looking under trees and bushes. 

Why? Easter is the time at which German children look in the most obscure comers for 
brightly colored Easter eggs that have been hidden the night before by the Easter Bunny. 

But why is it a bunny that brings the eggs at this Christian festival? 

"This is a tradition that has evolved gradually from the Middle Ages," says Beate Witzel, a 
biologist working in the natural history collection in Berlin ' s City Museum. At that time 
Green Thursday (Maundy Thursday) marked the end of the business year, and on that day the 
farmers had to pay their dues on the land to the owners- usually in kind. 

As a result of the Lent fast preceding Easter they tended to have a lot of eggs. They cooked 
these and paid their dues with them. And at the same time they presented to their lords the ....... ..,,_,.,,.... 
hares-often in considerable numbers-that they had killed in their fields. 

"This is how the combination of hare and egg r.-~~~~U 
came about and became entrenched in the 
minds of the people over the years," Witzel 
says. 

During the 17th Century adults began to tell 
their children that the eggs came from the 
Easter bunnies. Foxes, storks and cranes This little girl is filling her basket 
were competitors for a long time, but by the with the Easter eggs she finds. 
end of World War II the bunny had won. At (© Colourbox) 
this time chocolate makers discovered ._ __________ ____, 
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th E the bunny with its bulging eyes and produced only chocolate bunnies at Easter time. 
nee re~ar . as a sacr amma ' e aster They ensured that to this da the bunny brings the eggs. 

bunny still bnngs the Easter eggs. Y 

These children haven't let a littla.rain spoil their Easter egg hunt. 

Something odd happens throughout Germany on Easter Sunday. Whether in apartments, houses or 
gardens, excited children run around, pushing the furniture aside, lifting the cushions and looking under 
trees and bushes. 

Why? Easter is the time at which German children look in the most obscure corners for brightly colored 

Easter eggs that have been hidden the night before by the Easter Bun_n--'y'-·--


